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Season 5, Episode 10
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Sex and the Single Mother



Amy presides over the custody case of a young boy whose mother thinks he is being harmed by the Neanderthal on-air posturings of his shock-jock father; Maxine discovers that becoming a therapist in lieu of becoming a patient doesn't work out for anyone involved; Kyle mends his fences with Heather and helps her bring some solace to her dying father; Gillian begins to doubt her feelings for Peter as she strikes up a friendship with the father of one of Ned's playmates; Amy becomes flustered when David doesn't seem to be interested in a relationship, and makes a fool of herself in confronting him with a complete misinterpretation of his reasons.
Quest roles:
Timothy Omundson(Sean Potter), Sarah Danielle Madison(Heather Labonte), Adrian Pasdar(David McClaren), Dave Ruby(Dr. Lloyd), Jay R. Ferguson(Dr. Todd Hooper), James Eckhouse(Atty. Waters), Jack Salvatore, Jr.(Isaac Rollins), Tom Arnold(Jay Rollins), Bob Gunton(Dr. Alan Foster), David Henrie(Jeremy), John Valdetero(Matthew), Bonnie Burroughs(Patricia Rollins)


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
16 December 2003, 00:00
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